Be suicide ALERT during Coronavirus:
Briefing for Health and Social Care and Call Handling staff

This briefing is for Health and Social Care staff and Call Handlers to support you if you are talking with someone who may be at risk of suicide. It explains the ‘ALERT’ model and provides some ideas for putting it into practice, as well as useful information about support services and suicide prevention resources.

Be suicide ALERT

During the Coronavirus outbreak people may be feeling lonely and have experienced big changes to their normal routine. Many people will find these things difficult and will experience more stress at this time. Although this can be difficult, it’s important for them to know that they are not alone and that these feelings and this outbreak will pass. However, it is still important to be mindful of what people have been through during the Coronavirus outbreak and that suicide may still be on their mind after the worst of the outbreak is over.

Key workers including health and social care staff and call handlers may be under particular pressure at this stage and may be more at risk of suicide, and so it’s important to check in with how colleagues are coping as well as looking after your own mental health.

If someone is contemplating suicide, they may:

- Talk about wanting to die
- Talk about feeling trapped, hopeless or being a burden to others
- Be stressed or anxious and seem to be not coping
- Appear careless, moody or withdrawn
- Have lost interest in their appearance
- Be misusing drugs and/or alcohol
- Give away prized possessions, or be putting their affairs in order for no obvious reason.

Someone who has appeared stressed or distressed may appear calm and in control once they have made a suicide plan.
What is your role?

It’s important to know what your role is if speaking with someone who is thinking about suicide. You may be trained in ASIST (suicide prevention training) in which case you will have more insight into suicide prevention, or you might be coming at this having not taken part in suicide prevention training. Don’t worry about not getting it right or saying something wrong, just try your best and if something doesn’t come across right then just be human and apologise to set you back on track! Asking the question – if someone is considering suicide - and knowing some key sources of support is all you need. You’re not expected to be an expert in suicide prevention, just to listen to the person and help direct them to further support. If you’ve done that then you’ve probably gone a lot further than most people they have spoken to.

Using the ALERT model in a health and social care setting

- **ASK** if you think someone may be thinking about suicide.
- **LISTEN** carefully to what the person is saying.
- **ENCOURAGE** them to talk further.
- **Right NOW**
- **TALK** to someone

Preparing for the conversation

It might be helpful to set boundaries when you start speaking with someone about their mental wellbeing so that you are both clear about your role and its limitations.

“I can to listen to you to find out more about your situation and help you to find the most appropriate support for you, however I’m not able to offer ongoing support or offer any specific mental health support. I will work with you to keep you safe. I just wanted to be clear so that we both know what I can and cannot do.”

**Gather some basic information** to help to find out about the person including their name, address and GP practice. Explain that you will ask them some questions. If you are on the telephone to them, it might also be appropriate to gather a phone number in case you get cut off so that you could call them back. This information will help you should the person be in crisis and if you need to call the emergency services, or if you are linking with their GP.

A statement similar to this can help with your confidence in asking questions but can also help the caller know what to expect. You may already have this information so you don’t need to duplicate this process if it’s already available to you.

“To find out the most appropriate service or resources to direct you to I’m going to ask you a few questions. Firstly can I find out your name, what is the name of your GP practice and in which town or area of Glasgow City is that in..?”
ASK if you think someone may be thinking about suicide

It is really important if someone is displaying the thoughts and feelings mentioned above that you ask them if they are thinking about suicide. Some people worry that asking about suicide may give them the idea to take their own life but this is not the case. You need to be really clear in your language when asking so you both know that it’s suicide that you’re talking about. You could say:

“It sounds like you’ve been having a difficult time at the moment, is suicide something that you’re thinking about?”

“Sometimes when people experience what you’re going through they are considering taking their own life, is that something that you have been thinking about”

“Can I be clear, when you’re talking about... [thinking of just ending it all]... is it suicide that you mean?”

“I know you said before that suicide wasn’t something you were thinking about, but the more we talk and when you mention things like... [giving away possessions / people better off without you etc] I just wonder if it is really suicide that you’re thinking about”

LISTEN carefully to what the person is saying and ENCOURAGE them to talk further.

These stages in the ALERT model are about building a connection and information gathering. We want to know if the person is feeling suicidal, if they have a plan, if they have the means to carry out the plan and if they are at immediate risk.

Many people working in health and social care staff and call handlers are used to helping people to ‘fix’ whatever problem they may be experiencing but on this occasion it’s important to really listen to what the person is saying. This not only helps to make a connection, and build trust with the person, but will help you to determine how the person is really feeling. Listening can also give you background clues, for example their location, if there are other people or pets around, if they sound disorientated or like they may have been taking drugs or alcohol.

While you are listening you also want to encourage the person to talk further and provide more detail about how they are feeling and their circumstances. You don’t have to be completely neutral and showing empathy is vital. Active listening skills include:

Reflecting back what the person is saying. Try to use the words that they have said when summarising or asking for more information. This helps to build a connection and also stops you from using language that might not accurately reflect how they are feeling.

Asking open questions rather than those that require a yes/no answer, this will encourage the person to keeping talking. Questions that begin with ‘when’, ‘how’, ‘what’ or ‘where’ are a good starting point.
Examples could be:

“You said...[you feel hopeless at the moment]... can you tell me more about that.”

“It sounds like you’re finding things difficult today, how long have you been feeling that way?”

“Has something happened to make you feel that way?”

Every situation will be different and often will have built up a rapport with the person so you will have a notion for how they respond to questions. Use this intuition and trust yourself. If you’re not clear on their answer then be direct and ask again. Some questions you could consider to gather this information are:

“You said you have been thinking about suicide, is that something you think about often?”

“Thank you for sharing with me that you have been feeling suicidal, that’s a big step, have you told anyone else about the way you are feeling?”

“You mentioned that ending your life is on your mind, have you been thinking about how you would end your life?

“Do you have access to...[medication/rope/car]? Is that bridge somewhere close by or that you visit a lot?”

“You sound like you are outside, are you there now?”

“Have you taken any of the medication? How much?”

Sometimes this information will come across very quickly, at other times you may be speaking with someone for a while. The fact that they are talking with you is a positive thing, and it’s keeping them safe. Remember that most people who are thinking about suicide do not want to die, they just want to end the pain they are experiencing.
What action do you take RIGHT NOW?

1. **No suicidal thoughts or behaviour** – That’s ok you did the right thing asking the question. It’s better to have asked and been told ‘no’ than to have wished you had asked them. It shows that your service is a place that is comfortable asking those questions and dealing with the answers should they find themselves feeling suicidal in future. If you’re still concerned or worried that they are not telling the truth then you can always keep talking with them to build up a connection and ask again. They may still be experiencing distress or be looking to improve their mental wellbeing – resources such as the Heads Up website, Stay Safe website, Breathing Space, Samaritans or SHOUT text service.

2. **Experiencing suicidal thoughts or behaviour but do not have a plan to end their life.** It’s great that they have opened up to you and shared this with you. You might be the first person they have told. It’s estimated that up to 1 in 20 people are in this category at any one time. Encourage them to talk to their GP and friends, family or colleagues. They may also find the ‘coping with suicidal thoughts’ leaflet, the Stay Alive App and the emotional support helplines useful.

3. **They have a plan to end their life but no means or do not intend on using the means at present.** Encourage them to call their GP today to make an appointment, you may even want to try to get in touch with their GP to let them know about the conversation you’ve had (with the patient’s permission). If they have the means to carry out the plan, try to agree that they won’t use them, perhaps ask them to give the means to someone they live with or a nearby pharmacy, flush medication down the toilet. Use the rapport that you have built to make an agreement that they won’t end their life today.

   “I want to help to keep you safe, can we agree that you will...[take action to make their environment safe]?”

   “I’m worried about you and I want to make sure that you are able to keep yourself safe. What can we put in place today that will keep you safe?”

   “It may be a few days before you can speak with your GP, is there anyone around you that can support you until then?”

4. **They are at immediate risk of ending their life or others are at risk.** The person may have already attempted suicide, or there may be children or vulnerable people with them that you think are at risk. It might be that the person is in a dangerous situation that puts them at immediate risk. If this is the case then call the emergency services on 999, or if they are with someone who is able, ask them to go to A&E. It may be helpful if you are able to stay talking with the person whilst someone else calls the emergency services.
**TALK to someone**

Talking with someone who is thinking about suicide can be a stressful experience. You may experience a sudden surge of emotion after you’ve spoken with the person, or your energy levels might drop. It’s important that you take some time and talk with someone afterwards. This might be your manager, or a colleague. Someone who is ASIST trained (suicide prevention training) would be useful to debrief with. You may prefer to speak to your friend, partner or colleague. You may wish to talk to Breathing Space or Samaritans.

**Support services and self-help resources**

**GP support** - GPs can support their patients and discuss whether medication or referral to other more specialist support services might be helpful. NHS 24 can provide urgent advice out of hours when the GP practice is closed, call 111 to access this service.

**Breathing Space** 0800 83 85 87 (Weekdays: Monday-Thursday, 6pm-2am; Weekends: Friday 6pm-Monday 6am).

**Lifeline** - If you live in Glasgow City you can contact lifeline on 0141 552 4434 or info@lifelink.org.uk

**Samaritans** 116 123 (24hrs/day) or email jo@samaritans.org

**SHOUT text service** by sending a message to 85258. Text messages are free.

**Stay Alive App** – A mobile app for those at risk of suicide or worried about someone. Download for free from the App Store or Google Play.

**Staying Safe Website** – [https://www.stayingsafe.net/](https://www.stayingsafe.net/)

Resources and useful information about looking after your wellbeing including:

What is a Safety Plan?

How to make a Safety Plan

Advice for supporting someone else

Downloadable resources including safety plan template

Posters and leaflets

**Heads Up Website** - NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde’s Heads Up website provides information about ways that can support your mental health. It also has information on a wide range of Mental Health issues and conditions including an A-Z list. It also hosts leaflets and signposting to helpful resources. NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde has 6 Health and Social Care Partnerships (HSCP) and the site has links that will take you to your local HSCP where you can find out what support services are in your local area.

You can find the site here: [http://headsup.scot/](http://headsup.scot/)
Further information about suicide prevention

In NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde the role of suicide prevention Local Health and Social Care Partnerships (HSCP) this includes suicide prevention training provision, support and advice for health and social care services around suicide prevention, suicide prevention resources, and the delivery of the Mental Health Improvement and Suicide Prevention Action Plan.

Raising Awareness of Mental Health and Suicide Prevention – video resources

Watch these animated videos for practical advice about how to support people who may be feeling suicidal or experiencing mental distress. Created by Health Scotland and NHS Education Scotland.

- Ask, Tell - Look After Your Mental Health: understanding mental health and keeping mentally healthy: [https://vimeo.com/338176495](https://vimeo.com/338176495)
- Ask, Tell - Have a Healthy Conversation: supporting compassionate conversations with people who may be experiencing mental distress or who are at risk of suicide: [https://vimeo.com/338176444](https://vimeo.com/338176444)
- Ask, Tell - Save a Life: Every Life Matters: suicide prevention and keeping people safe: [https://vimeo.com/338176393](https://vimeo.com/338176393)

The Art of Conversation is a guide to talking, listening and reducing stigma surrounding suicide. [http://www.healthscotland.com/documents/2842.aspx](http://www.healthscotland.com/documents/2842.aspx)
Case studies

Every conversation about suicide is different, and it will depend on the two people involved how that transpires. Following the ALERT model as a guide will help you to know roughly which steps to follow. Below are some examples of situations and what you might do – although no two situations are the same.

Case study 1

Person A has lost his job and is feeling low. He doesn’t say much on the phone and it takes you a while to get much information from him. You ask him about suicide and he abruptly shuts you down. You hear a dog barking in the background so you change tact and start asking him about his dog. After a while he opens up that his dog is the only thing keeping him going, but he was going to ask his brother who will then be back from offshore to dog sit next week while he ‘sorts some stuff out’. You ask again about suicide and he opens up that suicide is what he is thinking about and he has a plan and the means to do it. He says he can’t do that until his dog is safe.

What could you do?

You are concerned about Person A as he has been having suicidal thoughts and has a plan and means to carry out that plan, however you believe that he is not at immediate risk. You encourage him to call his brother to talk about how he is feeling and he agrees that he will. He agrees to call his GP and you agree to leave a note on the system explaining that you have spoken. You know that there is a local men’s shed and provide him with the details of that, as well as the number for the Job Centre. He downloads the Stay Alive App while you are on the phone to him.

Case study 2

Person B has clearly been drinking, she calls and bursts into tears. She explains that she just wants the pain to end and that she’s taken a lot of medication and been drinking a lot of alcohol. You know she is at immediate risk but you don’t know where she lives. What could you do?

You know that while Person B is on the phone to you she is safe from doing any more harm, however you want to quickly find out where she is so you can get help. You ask her what she can see out of her window and you know the landmark she mentions. You ask for her address and she ignores you. You ask again and she gets angry. You explain that you understand that she wants to make the pain go away, but that you’re worried that drinking alcohol affects decision making and that it might be better to think about her options when she hasn’t been drinking – it’s not a decision she has to make today. She tells you her flat number and you explain that you have called an ambulance and that you will stay on the phone until it arrives.
Case study 3

Person C has been on the phone for a while, your colleague mentions he frequently calls and has attempted suicide many times before. Despite this you know to take every instance seriously. He complains that he has been to all the support services you mention and that they haven’t been any help, he’s just been on a waiting list for a long time. What could you do?

You reflect back to person C that it sounds like it has been difficult for him speaking to different services. You reassure him that the service that he is on the waiting list to speak to sounds like a good fit for him but that you recognise it is difficult waiting. You suggest that he looks at the self-help resources on the Heads Up website to see if there is a focus for improving his mental wellbeing in the mean time. You suggest that it sounds like it helps for him to talk about how he is feeling and encourage him to talk to friends and family and to call emotional support phone lines whenever he needs to.
Be suicide ALERT prompt sheet

**ASK if you think someone may be thinking about suicide.**

We want to know from these stages if a person is feeling suicidal, if they have plan, if they have the means to carry out the plan and if they are at immediate risk (or if anyone around them might be).

**LISTEN carefully to what the person is saying.**

**ENCourage them to talk further.**

What action do you take RIGHT NOW?

| 1. No suicidal thoughts or behaviour | Signpost Heads up website for information. |
| 2. Experiencing suicidal thoughts or behaviour but do not have a plan to end their life. | GP, Breathing Space, Samaritans, Stay Alive App. |
| 3. They have a plan to end their life, but no means or do not intend on using the means at present. | Disable plan, GP support |
| 4. They are at immediate risk of ending their life or others are at risk. | Emergency services – A&E or call 999. |

**TALK to someone.**

It’s important you identify who you can talk to if you have been speaking with someone who is suicidal. That may be a manager, colleague, friend or calling Breathing Space or Samaritans.

**Support from GP**

GP’s can support their patients and discuss whether medication or referral to other more specialist support services might be helpful. NHS 24 can provide advice out of hours when the GP practice is closed, call 111 to access this service.

**Samaritans  📞 116 123 (24hrs/day) Calls are free. Email jo@samaritans.org**

Provide confidential emotional support for people experiencing feelings of distress or despair, including those which could lead to suicide. www.samaritans.org

**Breathing Space  📞 0800 83 85 87**

(Mon–Thurs: 6 pm–2 am, Fri: 6 pm–Mon 6 am) Calls are free.

A free and confidential helpline for anyone experiencing low mood, anxiety or depression, or who is unusually worried and needs someone to talk to. www.breathingspace.scot

**SHOUT: Crisis text line 85258** (24 hours, everyday). Texts are free.

**Stay Alive App** Download the free App on the App Store or Google Play. The App is packed full of useful information and tools to help you stay safe in a crisis.

**Stay Safe website:** https://www.stayingsafe.net/ Resources and useful information about looking after your wellbeing.

**Heads Up website:** http://headsup.scot/ for Information on a wide range of Mental Health issues and conditions including an A-Z list.

**LifeLink:** If you live in Glasgow City you can contact lifelink on 0141 552 4434 or info@lifelink.org.uk